
> t-shirt design
> objective(s):

Students will create a press ready, text based t-shirt design using only two ink colors and the color of the shirt.

> curricular focus:
This lesson emphasizes typographical design utilizing a limited color palette. It also incorporates simplifying the design 
build through clean construction and color separation. 

> specifications:
save as: T-shirt_LastnameF.psd or T-shirt_LastnameF.ai 
dimensions: 13 inches by 13 inches
units: inches
mode: CMYK

> instruction:
• introduction to t-shirt design fundamentals
 - see T-shirt Design Anatomy on page 6
 - traditional design typically includes:
  primary text  |  icon  |  secondary text  |  tertiary text/iconography
 - each color is a separate screen of ink
  t-shirts are printed one color at a time, so artwork files need to have all colors separated by layers
  shirt color can be used as an "apparent" additional color within the design
• slideshow of t-shirt designs
 - view T-shirt Design Examples folder
 - view T-shirt Design Examples_Mattingly folder
• introduction on how to vectorize an image in Illustrator
 - go to File: Place and select image
 - click anywhere in the document to place the image
  leave image at the size it imports- do not shrink image!
 - select Embed from the Control panel (at the top)
 - select Image Trace from the Control panel (this will give you a result you do not want)
 - select Image Trace Panel from the Control panel
 - change Mode to Color and change the number to the total colors in the image including the background
 - click Expand in the Control panel
 - select the Direct Selection tool (white arrow) then select and delete the background color
• review how to select Adobe fonts
 - see How to Use Adobe Fonts on page 8
• introduction on how to warp text
 - see Text Warping on page 11
• introduction to clean construction
 - see Clean Construction on page 12 
• introduction to color separation
 - screen printed designs are charged by the color and location
 - many print shops charge a 'set-up' fee for separating colors
  learning how to do this saves time and money

see Procedure on page 2



> t-shirt design
> procedure:
STEP ONE: SELECT TOPIC

• your subject can be broad or specific and a myriad of topics
 - high school/college
  Middletown High School, Computer Graphics, Class of 2025, Marching Knights
  Hood College, University of Maryland, Harvard University School of Law
 - sports teams (high school, amateur, college, pro)
  Knights Volleyball, US Olympic Swimming, Michigan Wolverines, Baltimore Orioles
 - real or fictitious location (country, city/town, landmark, etc.)
  Italy, Ocean City, Grand Canyon
  Skyrim, Hyrule Town, Jabba's Palace
 - activity/event
  snowboarding, St. Patrick's Day, family reunion
• approve with instructor

STEP TWO: DOWNLOAD ASSETS
• go to Bing.com, then select Images
• type in your query
• go to Filters (top right) and select Image Size (top left) and select Extra Large (or Large)
• find logos/icons
 - find primary logo and possible secondary logo(s)
 - logos must be already cut out by searching for PNG or Transparent or have solid one-color backgrounds
 - example: for Washington Capitals you should have their primary logo, secondary logo and NHL logo

STEP THREE: DETERMINE DESIGN DIRECTION
• analyze your primary logo
 - determine the emotive quality of your subject and logo
  traditional or contemporary? formal or casual? active or passive? academic or athletic?
 - this 'mood' will help determine style
  will your design approach be vintage, traditional or contemporary?
 - approve design direction with instructor

STEP FOUR: REVIEW EXAMPLES
• review examples of this design genre to see all the possibilities
 - view T-shirt Design Examples and T-shirt Design Examples_Mattingly folders
 - do your own image research online
  download examples that may be helpful to you

continued on page 3



> t-shirt design
STEP FIVE: DETERMINE COMPOSITION

• carefully review T-shirt Design Anatomy on page 6
 - Important!- this is only the most common composition technique
  you do not have to use this arrangement
  if you view T-Shirt Examples folder you will see just some of the possibilities 
• color palette
 - determine two ink colors
 - determine shirt color
  the color of the shirt can be incorporated into the design by leaving negative space
• primary icon
 - located in the center of your design
  should serve as the visual dominant element
• primary text
 - can be the name of the subject or a distinction
  for example: Washington Capitals or Stanley Cup Champions
 - determine how it visually unify with primary icon
  text warping and/or bookending are common techniques on helping unify the primary text and icon
   if warped it will be downward (positive percentage values in Warp Options)
  see Text Warping on page 11 for examples
• secondary text
 - can be a distinction or the name of the subject (depending on what you chose for primary text)
  for example: Stanley Cup Champions or Washington
 - determine how you will display the secondary text
  will it be text only? text inside a shape? text inside a banner?
  will the text be straight or warped?
   if warped it will be upward (negative percentage values in Warp Options)
• tertiary text/graphics
 - determine what additional text elements might be added
  can be additional logo or text (date, slogan, score, location)
 - determine where these additional elements will go
  review examples in T-shirt Design Examples and T-shirt Design Examples_Mattingly folders

STEP SIX: CREATE THUMBNAIL SKETCHES
• minimum two different compostion approaches
 - you are encouraged to do more
• before each sketch, self review the following:
 - where will you place your primary text?
 - will you compress your primary text (decrease letter width)
 - will you warp and/or bookend the primary text to unify it visually with the icon?
 - will you place your secondary text in a shape or banner?
  you may copy any shape/banner you find online
 - will you reverse warp secondary text?
 - where will you place any tertiary text/iconography to help unify the overall design?
 - how will you use the shirt color within your design?
• begin sketching concepts
 - pencil only on plain white paper only
 - text is always ALL CAPS
  text often is compressed (reduced width), especially when text is longer
 - discuss concepts with instructor

continued on page 4



> t-shirt design
STEP SEVEN: SELECT FONTS

• review the overall mood of the subject/logo
 - are you be taking a traditional or contemporary design approach?
 - text is always ALL CAPS
• review How to Use Adobe Fonts on page 8
 - open potential selections in new tabs for easy comparison
  you will be looking for bold or extra bold (also known as ultra or black)
 - narrow down your top two choices for both primary and secondary to discuss with instructor
• go to https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts
• select primary font
 - for traditional subject- slab serif fonts are most common
  in Filters (left), select Slab Serif and thickest Weight
   do not select thinner Width
    it will limit search results too much and we can change that manually in Illustrator
  go to Sample Text window and enter actual primary text in all caps
  browse fonts  
   recommendations (in alpha order) include:
    Breakers Slab (Black)
    Factoria (Bold, Black or Ultra)
    Justus Pro (Bold)
    Kulturista (Bold)
    Metronic Slab Pro (Bold or Black)
    Novecento Slab Narrow (Bold or Ultra Bold)
    Octin College or Stencil (Bold)
    Roboto Slab (Bold)
 - for contemporary subject- sans serif and deco sans serif fonts are most common
  in Filters (left), select Slab Serif or Futuristic and thickest Weight
  go to Sample Text window and enter actual primary text in ALL CAPS
  browse fonts
   search for fonts that match the mood/feel of your subject  
   there are too many possibilities to make recommendations here
• select secondary font
 - font may be same as primary or something that contrasts it sharply
  do not have similarly styled fonts for primary and secondary
  for example: slab serif for primary, sans serif for secondary
• approve selections with instructor

STEP EIGHT: CREATE MOCK-UP
• print T-Shirt Mock-up Template.pdf
• create mock-up of finalized design
 - label ink and shirt colors
  remember you may only have two inks
 - approve with instructor

continued on page 5



> t-shirt design
STEP NINE: CREATE ARTWORK

• set up document
 - open T-shirt Design Template.ai document
  save as: T-shirt_LastnameF
 - set shirt color
  unlock Shirt Color layer and change default gray to desired fabric color
  relock layer
 - set outline color
  unlock Outline layer and change default black to slightly darker value of shirt color
   if shirt color is black, change Outline color to dark gray (CMYK: 0-0-0-90)
  relock layer
• place and trace icon/logo
 - read and perform How to Use Image Trace on page 9
• create artwork in Design layer
 - all artwork must fit within the Design Area square/guides
  the top of your design should touch or be near the top boundary
 - text is all caps and is often compressed due to word(s) length
  to compress text go to Window: Type: Character
   you may need to go to the window's sub menu and select Show Options
  go to Horizontal Scale and decrease the percentage as needed
 - you may trace any shape/banner you find online 
• approve with instructor

STEP TEN: CLEAN UP CONSTRUCTION
• read and perform Clean Construction on page 12
 - ink colors should not overlap on a shirt design
  paint adheres differently to previously applied paint compared to fabric due to absorbency
• approve with instructor

STEP ELEVEN: COLOR SEPARATE
• choose the Direct Selection Tool (white arrow) and select just one piece of the desired color
• go to Select: Same: Fill Color
 - this will select all other shapes of the exact same color
• go to Edit: Cut (or Ctrl + X)
• create a new layer and name it the color you selected
• go to Edit: Paste in Front (or Ctrl + F)
• repeat this for all ink colors
• delete your Design layer (should now be empty)

> requirements:
• file specifications are adhered to
• overall design is aesthetic and matches the mood of the subject/icon
• design composition utilizes the visual hierarchy regardless of element location
 1. Primary Text   2. Icon   3. Secondary Text   4. Tertiary Text/Iconography
• design composition is unified
• text is all caps
• maximum of two ink colors with background shirt color
• design is color separated
 individual layers for shirt color and each ink color
• artwork has clean construction
 text and artwork has Expanded Appearance
 no overlapping shapes of same or different colors



> t-shirt design anatomy

Primary Text
Text is often 
arched (or arced). 
Bookended letters 
(first and last 
letters larger) is 
another common 
technique.

Primary Icon
Graphic usually 
smaller than 
primary text and 
centered.

Secondary Text
Placed under 
primary icon. Often 
curved upward to 
help unify design.

Tertiary Text/ 
Iconography
Additional smaller 
text/graphic 
elements often 
added in these 
locations.

This is a traditional approach to composition of this style of t-shirt. There are several other alternative, some of 
which abandon this layout entirely. One thing that is universal though is the visual hierachy of Primary Text, Primary 
Icon, Secondary Text and Tertiary Text/Icon.



> t-shirt design examples



> how to use adobe fonts
> choose font:

• you may only use an Adobe font
 - watch the How to Use Adobe Fonts (https://youtu.be/sWHOWH9434c)
• go to fonts.adobe.com
 - select All Fonts (top left menu) or Browse All Fonts (top middle button)
• search for appropriate fonts
 - enter your text into the Sample Text field
 - use the Filters to help narrow your search effectively

• open each font possibility in a separate tab
 - right click on View Family and select Open Link in New Tab
• narrow selections down to your top 2-3 choices
• approve with instructor
 - call instructor over to discuss final selection of font family and specific individual fonts within the family
• activate your selected font for use in your file
 - it may ask you to log in
  click on Continue With Google

select Filters

enter Sample Text

activate font selection



> how to use image trace
• go to File: Place and select your image
• go to Control bar (at the top) and select Embed
 - if you do not see your Control bar go to Window and select Control
• go to Window and select Image Trace
 - check Preview (at bottom)
 - set Preset to 3 Colors
 - set View to Tracing Result with Outlines
 - set Mode to Color
 - set Palette to Limited
 - set Colors to total number of colors in image (including background)
 - determine if you want to ignore white from the trace results
  if so click on the arrow next to Advanced and check Ignore White
 - close Image Trace window

• go to Control bar and select Expand



> how to bookend text
• type your text in all caps

• highlight the first and last letters and increase size as needed

• expand text
 - go to Type: Create Outlines or press Shift + Control + O (letter)

• select the enlarged first and last letters with the Direct Selection tool (white arrow)
 - have them both selected together
• use the up and down arrows on your keyboard to re-position as desired



> text warping
Here are the most common text warps used for primary text in this style of t-shirt design. On the right are the same 
examples with bookended text.

> ARC
• Arc warp rotates letters along a curved baseline. 

> BOTTOM ARCH
• Bottom Arch warp keeps the top of the text flat but arcs the bottom of letters along the baseline.

> ARCH
• Arch warp rotates letters along a curved baseline but keeps vertical lines in letters vertical. 

How to warp editable text:
• activate with Selection tool (black arrow)
• select Warp Envelope Options down arrow
 - choose Make With Warp
• select Make Envelope to open Warp Options window
• select Warp and adjust options to need

How to warp expanded text:
• to expand text go to Type: Create Outlines
 - or press Shift + Control + O
• go to Effect: Warp
• select desired warp
• adjust options to need



> clean construction
> what is "clean construction?"

Clean construction is where you work is completely simplified. Text is converted to paths. Strokes are converted to 
shape. Effects like 3D and Warp are expanded so their paths line up with the intended effect. Overlapping shapes are 
cut precisely to where they intersect.

> why is clean construction important?
Basically, simplifying your work as much as possible protects it when it is used by others. As an example, text left as text 
requires the proper font files on other computers. Another example would be someone scaling your work that contain 
stroke without having the Scale Stroke and Effects turned on- this would change proportions of your work.

> how do I clean construction?
• expand text to shape

- Ungroup your text from any group you've created (go to Object: Ungroup or press Shift + Ctrl + U)
- click on your text with the Selection Tool (black arrow)
- go to Text: Create Outlines (or press Shift + Ctrl + O)

• expand stroke to shape
- click on all elements with stroke with the Selection Tool (black arrow)
 (you may need to Ungroup them from any group they belong to)
- go to Object: Expand (you may need to select Expand Appearance instead)

• simplify artwork
- artwork elements should not overlap; they should be cut precisely edge to edge
 (meaning one object covers another, or after stroke is expanded it covers part of the original shape)
- select overlapping elements (it may be easier to simply select all)
- go to the Pathfinder palette and select Divide (bottom left)
 this will create cuts where elements overlapped, but retains the color that was on top 
  (thus eliminating the shape that was covered)
- run Clean Up
 this will eleminate unwanted/hidden points and paths
 go to Object: Path: Clean Up
 make sure all boxes are checked then select OK
- rejoin shapes of the same color that touch
 with the Direct Selection tool, select an element of a specific color
 go to Select: Same Fill Color
  (this will select all other shape areas of the exact same fill color)
 go to Pathfinder and select Add To Shape Area (top left)
  (this will combine areas of the same color into one)
  this may take a while depending on how many pieces need to be recombined
- delete any unnecessary anchors/paths
 caution!- anhor points/paths should only define edges of shape areas
  sometimes you may end up with "ghost" anchors or even paths within shapes
  (this is due to the complexity of things that you previously expanded and divided)
 use the Delete Anchor Point (minus) feature with the Pen Tool until all unnecessary anchors/paths are deleted
  you may also want to delete anchor point inside straight lines 9do not do this on curves)

• run Clean Up (yes, again)
- go to Object: Path: Clean Up
 make sure all boxes are checked then select OK


